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To the author of the questions(always thank you!). As for the explanation you can use __dir__ or __credits__, because the first is cleaner, but you should use __credits__, because it will be considered internationalization. And I'll close with a word of warning: This is a security and privacy issue, which means that if you
use this code, you must be careful about the security of your code and you should be careful where you are running this code. The code will check if the current folder can be rewritten, and if there's a vulnerable file, it will use it, I created my own to avoid certain folders to be asked if they can be used, but this code

is not safe for you to use, if you make this code, you must be sure that it is only used in certain places. If you want to use this code, you can use it in a function or as a library, in any case, you must remember that this code will check if the current folder is a safe place to run the code in and you can't be sure that this
place is not accessible from anywhere, specially from the internet and from other devices, and you must also think about the security of the place where the code is running. A: You need to concatenate the path to the music files to use dir_path, i.e. you need to use: dir_path + "\Music" In addition, you also need to
concatenate the relative path to the folder where the file is stored (to access the "other" folder) Example: dir_path = os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__)) rel_path = os.path.join(dir_path, "Music") print(rel_path) Or use os.path.join in the built-in function dirname to get a list of all folders at the given path. You

can change it to os.path.join to get only one folder: dir_path = os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__)) rel_path = os.path.join(dir_path, "Music") print(rel_path) Result: C:\Users\rnazio\Desktop\stackoverflow\music Edit: You can use glob
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